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Can you relate?
You are an SME business who is currently experiencing a lack of growth in the
business, the staff are disengaged with the challenges ahead and you want to
become cost efficient and profitable, ready for growth, but...

01

Daily structure is missing, the
basics are not being followed
through and the team need to
step up and take action.

02

The business is going
backwards or stagnating. The
pressure is on to perform and
the team are unsure how . 

03

Activity and skill set are not
aligned with the requirements
of today's challenges.
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Then, I can help you.

You want to go from a lack of staff engagement where profits are down and the
costs are up, to...

01

To develop a structured
working day that brings in
results with increased
performance and ownership 
of the business. 

02

Give your people the skills and
mindset to raise awareness of
business opportunities and
cost efficiencies.

03

Create a highly skilled and an
engaged culture in your
business resulting in
retaining your top performing
teams to deliver results.
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Introducing  

Sales  |  Staffing  |  Strategy  |  Systems platform

The Growth Accelerator Program is developed
specifically for SME's in their early year's of
growth and development, ensuring they build the
foundations for a compliant, forward thinking
and profitable business. 

The Program is based on the 4S System: my
signature framework based on nearly two
decades of experience working with SME's in the
industry.
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How it Works
I work with my clients either on a 1-1 basis
or a group setting, working together to
attract, engage and retain people, profits
and clients.  

Together, we will create a clear business
road-map , figuring out the best course of
action to take to get you the results that
you want.  

We will review your sales process together,
up-skill your team, update your systems,
process and procedures that may be
blocking the business from making more
money, and create an engaged, high
performing culture along the way. 

Over the 3-6 month that we work
together, I will be your ultimate
business side- kick, mentor, coach,

consultant and friend.  
Karen Haywood
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What others
have said... 
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Nathan Parkinson

I have had the privilege of working with Karen over a 2
year period and in all my time in recruitment I have never
met a person so dedicated to the cause and the people in
her teams.  

Having creativity to motivate her teams to strive for the
best and get results was second to none.  

Karen lives and breathes an industry she loves and it
shows in her work ethic and her dedication to the job in
hand.  Having Karen leading you, you will not go wrong
but will have the ability to find the pitfalls on your own and
will be given the platform to take the credit when you get
it right.   

Any business which has Karen in it, will have the
dedication, drive and the highest level of detail in an
abundance and it will flow through the teams to get
outstanding results.  Karen is an all round nice person
who takes every challenge with a pragmatic approach and
continously strives for perfection. 

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER
Aqumen Recruitment Solutions
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Maddy O'Donnel
AREA MANAGER
Encore Personnel

Karen is full of drive and passion in any role that
she takes on.  With strong man management
skills Karen consistently focuses on development
and training of staff, her ability to build teams is
second to none.  

Karen's natural charismatic personality her
teams respect her and always strive to do the
best they can  Karen consistently motivates,
supports and develops whilst  making it fun. 
 Karen is always ready to get stuck in, and
nothing motivates Karen more than seeing the
development and success of others.  

I would highly recommend Karen to any
organisation.
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Lets have
a chat to
see where
we go from

here!
07523 280193 

Karen@khexecutivecoaching.co.uk
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With over 20 years operational experience in the
recruitment industry, having developed new branch
start ups and teams, I decided to switch direction, and
now share my passion by helping business owners
grow a business they love.  My 4S System is my
blueprint to success, having created 12 new start ups
and created over 20 award winners in the last 20 years.

I have a proven track record, developing raw talent as
well as nurturing the more experienced ones to a level
that allows a business to grow with peace of mind that
careers are mapped out, staff are retained, and
succession planning is in place . This creating a culture
of a shared vision and principles of success.

I have learnt from these times that any business can
weather the storm with proper structures, and good
systems and processes in place. And teamed together
with an engaged, high performing culture growth is
inevitable.  

Hi! 
I'm Karen 

I am a Business
Coach and Mentor to
the SMEs in the
recruitment sector. I
help business owners
increase their profits,
grow their teams and
improve efficiencies.
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